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FOREWORD
This module is one of a series of 127 performance-based teacher
education (PBTE) learnin_g packages focusing upon specific pro-
fessional competencies of vocational teachers. The competencies
upon which these modules are based were identified and verified
through research as being important to successful vocational
teaching at both th3 secondary and postsecondary levels of in-
struction. The modules are suitable for the_preoaration of teachers
and other occupational trainers in all occupational areas.

Each module provides learning experiences that integrate theory
and application; each culminates with criterion-referenced as-
sessment of the teacher's (instructors, trainer's) performance of
the specified competency. The materials are designed for use by
teachers -in- training. working individually or in groups under the
direction and with the assistance of teacher educators or others
acting as resource persons. Resource persons should be skilled in
the teacher competencies being developed and should be thor-
oughly oriented to PBTE concepts and procedures before using
these materials.

The design ot the materials provides considerable flexibility for
planning and conductingperformance -based training programs
for preservice and inservice teachers; as well as business-indus-
try-labor trainers. to meet a wide variety of individual needs and
interests. The materials are intended for use by universities and
colleges, state departments of education, postsecondary institu-
tions; local education agencies, and others responsible for the
professional development of vocational teachers and other occu-
pational trainers.

The PBTE curriculum packages in Categories A - J are produas
of a sustained research and development effort by the National
Center's Program for Professional Development for Vocational
Education. Many individuals. institutions, and agencies participat-
ed with the National Center and have made .contributions_to the

sryt esmi gent iicf cdaenvte !tor apimn iennqt , mt easttei nrigai .i si o na ri
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vocational teacher competency research study upon which these
modules are based and also directed the curriculum development
effort from 1971 1972. Cur-Vs R. Finch provided leadership for
the program from 1972 1974. Over 40 teacher educators pro-
vided input in development of initial versions of the modules; over
2;000 teachers and 300 resource persons in 20 universities; col-
leges, and postsecondary institutions_ used the materials and
provided feedback to the National Center for revisions and
refinement.

Early versions of the materials were developed by the National
CenterAn cooperation with the vocational teacher education facul-
ties at Oregon State University and at the University of Missouri -

Columbia. Preliminary testing of the materiais was conducted at
Oregon State University, Temple University, and the University of
Missouri Columbia.

Following-preliminary testing, major revision of all materials was
perfor, led by National Center staff, with the assistance of numer-
ous consultants and visiting schOlars from throughout the country

Advanced testing of the materials was carried out with assistance
of the vocational teacher educators and students of Central Wash-
ington State College; Colorado State University; Ferris State Col-
lege, Michigan; Florida State University; Holland College; P.E.I.;
Canada; Oklatibma State University; Rutgers University; New Jer-
sey; State University College at Buffalo, New York; Temple
University; Pennsylvania; University of Arizona; University of
Michigan-,Flint; University of Minnesota-Twin Cities., University
of NebraSka-Lincein; University of Northern Colorado; Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; University of Tennessee; Uni-
versity of Vermont; and Utah State University.

The first published edition of the modules found widespread use
nationwide and in many other countries of the world. User feed-
back from such extensive use, as well as the passage of time;
called for the updating of the content, resources, and illuStrations
of the original materials. Furthermore, three new categories (K-M)
have been added to the series, covering the areas of serving
Students with special/exceptional- needs; improving students:
basic and personal skills, and implementing competency-based
education. This addition required the articulation of content among
the original modules and those of the new categories.

Recognition is extended to the following individuals for their roles
in the revision ot the original materials:_ Lois G. Harrington, Cath-
erine C. King-Fitch and Michael E. Wonacott. Program Asso-
ciates, for revision of content and resources; Cheryl M. Lowry,
Research Specialist, for illustration specifications; and Barbara
Shea for art work. Special recognition is extended_to the staff at
AAVIM for their invaluable contributions to the quality of the final
printed products, particularly to Donna Pritchett for ;nodule lay-
out. design, and final art work, and to George W. Smith Jr. for
supervision of the module production process.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education

THE NATIONAL CENTER
FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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The National Center for Research in Vocational Education's mis-
sion is to increase the ability of diverse agencies, institutions, and
organizations to solve educational problems relating to individual
career planning, preparation, and progression. The National Center
fulfills its mission by'

Generating knowlecte through research.
Developing educational wograms and products.
Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes.
Providing information for national planning and policy
Installing educational programs and products.
Operating information systems and services.
Conducting leadership development and training programs.

A A AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR VOCATIONAL
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
The National Institute for Instructional Materol.,
120 Driftmier Engineering Center
Athens. Georgia 30602

_The_ American Association for Vocational Instructional Materials
(AAVIM) is a nonprofit national institute._

The institute is a cooperative effort of universities colleges and
divisions of vocational andlechnical education in the United States
and Canada to provide for excellence in instructional materials.

Direction is given by a representative from each of the states.
provinces and territories. AAVIM also works closely with teacher
organizations. government agencies and industry.
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INTRODUCTION
Audiovisual equipment and materials are versa

tile tools that can be used in a variety of ways. And
they can help ensure that your lessons will be more
effective and interesting: f'.1rostrips and slides are
two audiovisual devices that can be put to good use
in the vocational-technical classroom or laboratory
on a group or individual viewing basis. Slides and
filmstrips are composed of "still" pictures and, as such,
are especially useful in illustrating concepts and
principles when motion is not critical:

There are a number of advantages to using film-
strips and slides: including the following:

Filmstrips are an excellent device for present-
ing close-ups of key steps involved in an oth-
erwise difficult -to -view or dangerous process._
Slides can serve that same function and, addi-
tionally, are an excellent means of bringing a
"field trip" into the classroom since they can be
made by the teacher.
The order in which slides are presented is flex-
ible, and individual slides can be easily re-
moved and replaced with updated slides:

The equipment is portable, relatively inexpen-
sive. and can be used in the average classroom
as a part of normal classroom instruction.
These visuals allow students to see as well as
hear about; the material being covered.
Students can be involved in the classroom ac-
tivities by preparing slides or operating the
equipment.
Students can use the equipment and materials
on an individual basis.

Filmstrips and slides can be used at any point in the
lesson (introductiom body, summary) and they can
be very effectively_ used in combination with other
types of media such as the tape recorder.

This module is designed to help you become
competent in operating filmstrip and slide equip-
ment and in using filmstrips and slides to present
information in the classroom or laboratory. It will also
help you gain skill in determining when a filmstrip or
a set of slides is the best audiovisual device (or one
of the best) to use for a particular lesson.

-eo
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ABOUT THIS MODULE

Obi ectiv es
Terminal Objective: I n a ftactua. teaching situation: j-.:a-
sent infOrrnitiOrti with filmstrips and slides. Your_ cerfc

to,--In_ce will be assessed by your resource person: usinc
the Tea,:ber Performance Assessment Form. pp. -17-49
(Learning Experience V).

Enabling Objectives:
gr,re, iffI
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Resources
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errit1 iii ..--1Ctiv111E:,is with perrs or observations of Skilled
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Learning Experience 1
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An ,J:itijOvisud e.qr)ort with:whom you can_ discuss
the uses and operation of filmstrip projectors
Air ,Hici;ovisbrai equipment dealer whom) I Ii ca n

visit or write to concerning curront frTh..trio pro-
rector equipment aryl ---rri;;H:.

Learning Pxottrience

,0 erre-play a student to whom
a lesson and to evaluate your

prformorru;.- in using filmstrips to present informa-
floe

Optron,.11
1, resource person to review the adequacy of your
resson
it te.icher skilled in presenting information with
filmstrips whom you can observe

Le (ruing Experience III
Required

A Slide arOjertor to sot up and operate
A screen to use with the projector
A group of slides to use in setting up and operating
the projector.
A measuring deViCe (ruler yardstick: tape measure)
to use in setting up the projector.
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Learning Experience I

OVERVIEW

After completing the required reading, set up and operate a filmstrip
projector:

Activity You will be reading the information sheet, Operating the Filmstrip Projector,
pp. 8-11.

1

Activity

Optional
Activity

4

4011.

Optional
Activity

5

You will be setting up and operating a filmstrip projectorby completing the
exercises specified in the Filmstrip Projector Worksheet, pp. 11=-14.

You will be evaluating your competency in setting up and operating a
filmstrip projector, using the Filmstrip Projector Operation Checklist, pp.
15-16.

You may wish to locate and meet with a perSon with expertise in the area of
audiovisual§ for the purpose of discussing further the uses and operation
of filmstrip projectors.

You may with either to visit an audiovisual equipment dealer or to Weite td
dealer for catalogs describing the latest types Of equipment and supplies
available.

0



SAMPLE 1

FILMSTRIP PROJECTOR

Knob

PowerPower Sv. itch

SAMPLE 2

FILMSTRIP/SLIDE PROJECTOR

Film AdVance
Knob

Elevation Control

Lamp & Motor
Switches

Lens

Carrier Insert
Slot

Elevator Control

Filmstrip_ Carrier

Film Advance
Knob

Filmstrip

Framing LeVer

1



Activity For information explaining how to select, set up, and operate the equipment
and materials necessary for a presentation that uses a filmstrip projector,

1 read the following information sheet.

OPERATING THE FILMSTRIP PROJECTOR.

Projection Principles
The filmstrip projector uses a direct projection

system: the light travels in a straight line from thitil
lamp . . through the filmstrip . through the lens

to the screen. Sample 1 shows a _filmstrip pro-
jector. Sample 2 shows a combination filmstrip/slide
projector and a filmstrip carrier. The metal carriers
one for filmstrips; one for slidesfit into the carrier
insert slot.

Projector Placement
The filmstrip projector should be placed toward the

back of the room on a high table. Exactly where it is
placed depends on a number of variables: room size;
darkness of the room; size of group viewing the film-
strip, and screen size and placement.

The projector is placed properly if (1) neither the
projector nor the projectionist is blocking stu-
dents' view; (2) the projected image is well cen-
tered on the screen; (3) the projected image is
nearly filling the screen; (4) the irojected image is
clear and well focused; and (5) the projected
image is large enough to be seen easily by all
viewers.

Projection Materials
For the most part, the filmstrips you will use will

be 35mm, single-frame, commercially produced
filmstrips. There are-a number of sources available
to you for locating educational filmstrips, including
the following:

G index to 35mm Educational Filmstrips
National Information Center for Elucational
Media
University of Southern California
Los Angeles CA 90007
Educators Guide to Free Filmstrips
Educators Progress Service
214 Center Street
Randolf, WI 53956
Ed. .cational Sound Filmstrip Directory-
Dt.Kane Corporation, Audio Visual Division
St. Charles, IL 60174

National Audio Visual Center
National Archives and Records Service
General Services Administration
Reference Seclion_JJ
Washington, DC 20409
Library of Congress: Motion Pictures and Film-
strips
Instructional materials centers at state depart-
ments of education and universities
Colleagues
Curriculum guides

These sources; as well as catalogs available from
commercial publishers, can provide you with a com-
prehensive listing_ of filmstrips relevant to your oc-
cupational specialty.

Operation Procedures
The filmstrip projector generally comes in a car-

rying case. After removing the projector from the
case, locate the power cord and plug it in. If you
are using a filmstrip/slide projector, you next need to
select the proper carrier and slide it into the carrier
insert slot.



The filmstrip should be threaded into the slot (film
Channel) at the top of the projector or carrier. Hold
the filmstrip (touching only the outside edges) so
that the film comes oh the roll counterclockwise and
insert it into the slot until the filmstrip engages the
Sprocket_ teeth of ihe film advance mechanism.
Make sure the sprocket teeth are lined up with the
holes in the filmstrip edges so that the filmstrip will
not be damaged.

Turn on the motor and lamp. Then, use the film
advance knob to advance the filmstrip until a picture
appears on the screen. Each time you turn the ad-
vance knob_until it clicks, the filmstrip will advance
one trarhb. Since it is advanced by hand; you can
show each trame for however long student8 need in
order to reao captions. take notes, or ask questions.

To enlarge the image on the screen, move the
projector away frOM _the screen. To reduce the im-
age on the screen, move the projector closer to the
screen. To raise or lower the position of the image
on the screen, adjust the elevator control at the
front of the projector.

To focus the screen image, rotate the lens or turn
the focus knob; depending on the specific projector
you are using. If two frarries appear on the screen
at the same time, the framing can be adjusted with
the framing lever located next to the film advance
knob.

After you have shown the filmstrip, you need, to
rewind the filmstrip; being careful to handle only the
outside edges. You also need to let the machine cool
before putting it away. In some machines; you can

turn Off_the machine completely, and the fan will
continue to run automatically until the lamp (bulb) is
cooled. In other machines, you can turn off just the
lartio Then, after a few minutes, you can turn off tie
fan manually In still other machines, you will have
to turn off the projector and then allow it to stand
until the lamp cools.

Once the lamp is cooled, readjust the lens and
the elevator control to their original positions. Re-
move the carrier (if necessary), unplug the power
cord, and return the projector, the carrier, and the
cord to the carrying case.

These are generaloperating procedures: Before
attempting to operate any specific model of
filmstrip projector, it is a good idea to Check the
operating manual for that model.

Projection Screen
The image projected from a filmstrip projector will

fill a 52" screen at a distance from projector
to screen of 30'. There are three looSic types Of
screens: matte, glass-beaded, and lenticular.

10

A matte screen is like a dull white cloth and will
proVide a good, bri:ght picture over a wide viewing g

angle. In other words, persons seated at the center
of the room and at either side of the room will see
the same bright picture.

A glasS=bdaded screen has a surface covered with
tiny glass beads. tiIt gives a much brighter picture tha
the matte screen, but only to persons seated along
the line of projection.

The lenticular screen has tiny ridges molded into
the surface. It gives a bright image to viewers frditi
all angles.

Since the filmstrip projector is operated in a par-
tially darkened room, any one of these types of
screens can be used. If you have more than one
type of screen available, consider how yoUr
dents will be seated and select the screen that will
produce the best picture for those viewing angles:

If your projector is going to be pointed at an angle
toward the Screen,_ a keystone effect will be pro-
diked. Keystoning refers to a distorted image in which
the top of the image appears larger than the bottom
because the top part of the image is farther away
frorn the projector. This can be corrected by moving
the top of the screen forward, if possible.

TO CORRECT
1E'YSTONING,

MOVE THE
TOP OF THE

SCREEN
FORWARD.

Mathihe Maintenance
The only part of the projector that is likely to mal-

furiCtiOn and need to be repaired by the teacher is
the bulb. It is always wise to have a spare bUlb handy
in case the bulb should burn out.

1



To change the bulb. wait until it is bboled, unplug
the machine, and then remove the burned-out bulb.
Use a cloth to handle the new bulb during replace-
ment since fingerprints or other foreign substances
on the bulb cause light to be reflected back into the
bulb. This increases the heat and shortens the pro-
jection life.

Jarring or bumping the bulb while it is hot can
also shorten its projection life. The jarring can
cause_the filaments in a hot bulb to fuse together. If
this happens, the bulb will probably burn out the
next time the machine is turned on.

The only other maintenance concern of the
teacher is keeping the lens clean. The lens can.be
cleaned with a lens tissue and alcohol or !ens fluid.

Other Projector Options
In addition to the standard filmstrip projector, there

are also projectors available that combine filmstrip
and sound. These projectors generally_ accommo-
date Nth a filmstrip and a synchronized cassette
audiotape. They can be used for large-group pre-
sentations or; with the addition of earphones, for in-
dividual Viewing listening.

Small filititeio viewers, Which combine a screen
and projection equipment in one small unit; are also
available: These are particularly useful in individUal-
ized instructional programs.

The following worksheet is designed to help you become competent in op-
erating the filmstrip projector. No one need see this worksheet unless you
choose to show it to them, so db not be reluctant to record what actually
happens, right or wrong. The sheet is not intended to show proof that you
did everything perfectly the first time; It is intended (1) to help you to organize
your knowledge about the operation of filmstrip equipment, (2) to help you
apply that knoWledge to actual equipment, (3) to point out to you where you
have gaps inyour knowledge, and (4) to help you determine how to fill those
gaps. Completed thoughtfully and thoroughly. this sheet should make an ex7
cellent reference for you in the future. Read the directions carefully and then
complete each of the 21 exercises.

FILMSTRIP PROJECTOR WORKSHEET
Directions: Locate a filmstrip projector, a screen to use with the projector, a filmstrip, and a measuring
deVite (e.g., ruler, yardstick, tape measure). (If there is filmstrip/tape combination equipment available, you
may wish to work with that equipment also; but it is not required.)- rrange for the equipment and materials
to be placed in the room in which you will be working with them. Complete each of the following exercises
using the actual equipment and materials. Each exercise requires a short response: Please respond fully.
bUt briefly, and make sure you respond,to all parts of each item. Do not answer simply yes or no; explain
your responses: Should you have any difficulty with an exercise, make a note of the problem.

1. What is the make and model of the filmstrip projector with which you are working? Is it for filmstrips
only or for both filmstrips and slideS?

2. Is there an operating manual? Does it contain any information that is different from or that was not
covered in the information sheet? It so, briefly describe that information.

11
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3. What type of table is being used to hold the projector (portability, height; etc;)?

4. Describe the filmstrip that you are using (black & white or color; number of frameS, etc.).

5. Describe the type of screen with which you are working (matte; glass-beadeu, or lenticular; how it is

mounted; what Size it is: etc.).

6. Set up the screen for use. Briefly describe any special procedures inVolved (e.g., "There is a release

button that must first be pushed."). If the screen is portable, where have you placed it; and why?

7. What type of lighting are you using in the room? Is this type of lighting appropriate for using the

filmstrip projector? Why or why not?

8. Remove the projector from its case and locate the projection lamp. Remove the lamp from the

projector and then replace it. Describe the lamp's location and the procedure for removing it.

9. Locate the on/off control on the projector. How many positions does it have, and what are they (fan,
lamp; etc.)? What type of control is it (e.g., switch; knob)?
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10. Plug the machine in and turn it on. At which pidtitions of the on/off control does the fan operate?

11. Does the projector have a separate filmstrip carrier that must be inserted into the machine? If so,

describe the procedure for placing the carrier into the carrier insert slot

12. Thread the filmstrip into the projector. Describe the threading procedure, the controls involved (e.g.,

film advance knob), and the location of these controls.

13. Focus the image on the screen. Detcribe the procedure for focusing.

14. Raise or lower the Screen image so that it is centered on the screen. Describe the method for elevating

and lowering the image.

13



15. Locate the framing lever. Adjust it and describe what happens to the screen image when the lever is
moved. Then, frame the image properly.

16. Move the projector gradually closer to the screen, refocusing as you g_et closer. How close to the
screen can you get before either (1) you can no longer get the picture into focus; or (2) the material is
too small to see?

17. Move the projector gradually away from the screen, refocusing as you get farther away. How far
away from the screen can you get before either (1) you can no longer get the picture in focus; or (2)
the image is too large for the screen?

18. At what distance (from screen to projector) do you get the best screen image?

19. Are you using the type and size of screen recommended for use with the filmstrip projector according
to this module? If riot, is thiS affecting your ability to project a high-quality image? How is the quality
affected?

20. Assume you have a class of 20 students. Arrange the seating, the _screen, the projector, and the
lighting as you would if you were using the projector to present information to that group of 20._Turn
on the projector and project the filmstrip. Make any necessary adjustments (e.g., to the focus). NOTE:
At this point, move to the explanation of Part I in the Feedback that f011ows.

21, Remove the filmstrip and replace the peojettbr and the filmstrip in their cases: Then; move to the
explanation of Part II in the Feedback that follows:

Part is After you have _completed the first 20 items on the worksheet, use
Part I of the Filmstrip Projector Operation Checklist, p_._15, to evaluate your
work. Part II: After you have completed Item 21, use Part II of the Filmstrip
Projector Operation Checklist, p. 16, to evaluate your work.
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FILMSTRIP PROJECTOR OPERATION CHECKLIST

Directiorit: Place an X in the YES or NO box to indicate whether each item
was performed successfully or not.

N,111

Dare

Resource Person

Part I
Yes No

When you were locating parts on the filMstrip projector, you remembered to:
1. handle the projection lamp with a soft cloth El 1-7

2. be careful not to jar the machine (and lamp) while the lamp was hot

When you were threading the filmstrip into the projector, you made sure that:
3. you handled the filmstrip only by its outside edges

4. the filrriStrip hbles were properly lined up with the sprocket teeth 0 0

n
n

The filmstrip projector, screen, and room are arranged for the group of 20 so that:
5. the projector is at the back of the room

6: the projector is on a high table

7. the projector arid the projectionist will not block the view of anyone in the class 0 El
8. the projected image is large enough for all viewers to see it clearly

9. the image is well centered on the screen 0
10. there is no keystbning effect produced

11. the room is nearly dark

The projected image is:
12. clear and sharp

13. bright

14. well focused

(Return to the worksheet and complete Item 21.)
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Part
Before returning the filmstrip and the projector to their cases; you: :
15. waited for the bulb to cool

Yes No

16: advanced the filmstrip all the way thrOUgh the carrier and then rewound it by
hand, touching only the outside edges of the filmstrip

17. returned the lens (focus) and elevator control to their original positions

18. removed the filmstrip carrier if necessary

19: unplugged the machine and stored the cord

Level of Petfbritante: All items should receive YES responses: If any item receives- a NO response,
correct that condition using the actual equipment and materials. If you nava trouble correcting the condition,
check with your resource person or someone with expertise in the area of audiovisuals:

Optional
ACtiVity

Optional
Activity

5

You may wish to contact yOUr resource person or someone else you or your
reSbUrCe_perSOri may know of with expertise in the area ofaudiovisualS. This
person could discuss with you special techniques or helpful hints that can be
of use to you when you work with the filmstrip projector.

You may wish to check into the latest advancements in filmstrip projectors.
YoU may alga wish to identify filmstrips that are currently available. If there is
an audiovisual equipment dealership in your vicinity, you may wish to visit
there and look over the equiptrient or to make arrangements to have one of
the salespersons talk to you If you cannot make such a visit, you could write
to one or more of the major manufacturers of filmstrips or filmstrip equipment,
asking for catalogs.



Learning Experience II
OVERVIEW

Enabling
Objective

After completing the required reading, present informati;,n with a filmstrip in
a practice situation.

Activity

1

You will be reading the information sheet, Using the Filmstrip Projector as
an Instructional Device, pp. 19-21.

Activity You will be selecting an objective in your occupational specialty \hat lends
itself to a filmstrip presentation:

Activity

3

Optional
Feedback

4

You will be selecting, modifying, or developing a lesson plan designed to
achieve that objective using a filmstrip to illustrate the lesson.

You may wish to have your resource person review the adequacy of your
plan.

You will be obtaining the necessary filmstrip materials and making arrange-
ments to secure the necessary equipment:



Optional
Activity

6

Activity

7

You may wish to arrange through your resource person to visit a classroom

in which a teacher experienced in the use of filmstrips is presenting
infOrmation using filmstrip materials and equipment.

You will be presenting your lesson to your resource person.

Your competency in presenting information with filmstrip materials and
equipment wilt be evaluated by your_resource person, using the Presenta -.

tion Checklist: Filmstrips, pp. 23-24.
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For information describing the general and specific uses of filmstrips to preT
sent infbritiatibri and explaining the procedures for their classroom use, read
the following information sheet

USING THE FILMSTRIP PROJECTOR
AS AN INSTRUCTIONAL DEVICE

If motion is not an important part of the concept
being presented, filrtiStripS can be very Offen Ve learn-
ing tbb18. This is especially true if the concept needs to
be presented step by step: By being aware of the
advantages and disadvaittages associated with using
filmstrips and filitittrip projectors. you can easily de-
cide when filmstrips would be an appropriate means of
illustrating a particular Lesson and of helping you tb
achieve the lesson objectives.

The filitiStrip projector is small, lightweight, quite
Simple to operate, and relatively inexpensive. It can
be operated in a room that is not totally darkened.
Therefore; it can be used in a normal classroom either
fbr group presentations or individual vievi ing. Since
the projector operates by advancing the filmstrip one
frame at a time usually manually, each frame can
be Studied or discussed individually for as long as is
needed.

Filmstrips are also simple to use They are easy
to store; easy to handle; and easy to thread into the
projector. There is a fairly large variety of filmstrips
available commercially, covering a wide range of
topics. The cost of purchasing filmstrips is usually
low enough to be within department, _institution, or
district budgets. Although the sequence of the film-
strip frames is fixed, it is possible to use only a few
selected frames from the strip.

Many filmstrips now are produced with an accom7
panying audiotape (Usually cassette) that explains
Or discusses the material on each frame of the film-
strip: Some tapes include audible beeps in the nar-
rative to indicate when the user is to advance the

Advantages
A filmstrip can do many of the same things as a

film, but without the motion. Through photography
or artists' drawings, a filmstrip can show many things:

A close-up of an item not ordinarily visible to the
naked eye
The key steps in a process that ordinarily oc-
curs at too rapid a speed to be seen clearly
The key steps in a process that ordinarily oc-
curs slowly over a lung period of time
Abstract concepts in a concrete way

Dangerous skills or operations

Furthermore, like film, the filmstrip is a continuous
strip with the frames arranged permanently in a Ibl-
ical; sequential viewing order.
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filmstrip: Other tapes include inaudible beeps. Used
with filmstrip tape equiparnt or with separate
equipment that has been -patched" together, the in-
audible beeps advance the filmstrip automatically.
Some tapes include both options.

With such materials, individual viewing of filmstrip
presentations is far simpler and more practical. An
additional advantage to using a filmstrip in combi-
nation with either a teacher-made or commercially
produced tape is that it does not penalize the stu-
dent who is a poor reader.

Disadvantages
Since a filmstrip has a fixed sequence of frames;

it is not as flexible as other media such as slides or
transparencies, for instance. It is not easy to show
the filmstrip frames in a different order.

With equipment on which each frame of the
filmstrip must be advanced by hand, someone
must be with the projector. This_causes that person
to divide his/ her attention between viewing the
filmstrip and operating the projector. Since each
frame can be neld on the screen indefinitely for
students to study, this does not constitute a major
problem for a student operator: If the teacher is
operating the projecter; it can be a disadvantage
since her she would be at the back of the room with
only limited eye contact with students

When using filmstrips,you will probably have to
rely on commercially produced products_ since film-
strips cannot be easily teacher-_made. Commercial
filmStrips are usually purchased from theproducer
rather than rented from a distributor. Therefore; un-
less there is money in the budget for you to pur-
chase a needed filmstrip or unless it is already avail-
able within the institution or district or at a local library,
you may not be able to obtain the filmstrip you need.

Another potential problem with commercially pre
duced filmstrips is that they may not always mee
the exact objectives of your lesson or the specifi
needs, interests, and abilities of your students.

If you are using a filmstrip tape presentation in th
classroom; it is not as simple to leave each fram
on the screen for as long as students need in orde
to comprehend the content. The pate of the tape,
presentation controls the pace of the filmstrip pre
sentation. Of,course, the tape can always be stoppei
if more time is needed for viewing a particular frame
But, this can break the flow of the audio presenta
tion; and it is a bit more complicated in terms of op
erating procedures.

Finally, although filmstrips can be effective in pre
senting certain things, they are just not as compel
ling and motivating as the films and television pre
aentations that today's students are accustomed tc
This need not be a disadvantage, however, if the
are used well by the teacher.

Classroom Procedures
The procedures you follow in using the filmstrii

projector start with the thorough planning and prep
aration activities that precede the actual showing c
the filmstrip. You should first develop a unit c
instruction' and a lesson plan. Theri you should se
lect instructional materials that help meet (1) the ob
jectives of the unit and lesson and (2) the needs an(
interests of students:2

Thus; in order for the filmstrip projector to be use(
effectively, its use must fit the needs of the lesson
and the filmstrips usedifilitild do all or at least mos
of the following:

Meet the lesson objectives
Fit students' needs, interests, and abilities
Provide concrete experiences
Motivate or arouse interest
Develop continuity of thought
Clarify meaning and new vocabulary
Provide variety in learning
Save instructional time
Provide experience not as easily obtained I))
some other instructional device
Be up to date
Be presented at a logical point in the lesson
Be clear; logical; concise, error-free; and attrac
tive

1. To gam skill in developing a unit of instruction. you may wish to refer tc
Module. 8-3. Develop a Unit of Instruction

2. To gain skill in determining the needs and interests of students, yoi
may wish to refer to Module 8-1. Determine Needs and Interests o
Students
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If you determine that a filmstrip would, in fact, help
to meet the lesson objectives, your first step is to
locate likely filmstrips; view them; and evaluate their
ability to meet the above criteria. Once you have lo-
cated an appropriate filmstrip, you can begin to plan
how it will fit into your lesson. Your lesson plan needs
to answer the following types of questions:

At what point in the lesson will the filmstrip be
shown?
How are you going to prepare the students for
the filmstrip?
Are you going to show

t-
he filmstrip straight

through and discuss it afterwards? Show the
filmstrip through once (perhaps with a tape) and
then reshow it more slowly (without the tape)
with time provided to discuss or ask questions
as each frame is shown? Show the filmstrip
slowly the first time through; allowing time for
questions and discussion?
Are students going to read the printed com-
mentary written on each frame aloud or to
themselves? Is the teacher going to read it? Will
the filmstrip be accompanied by a tape?
What method of summary are you going to use?
How are you going to evaluate what the stu-
dents have learned from the filmstrip?
In what ways are you going to get feedback on
the students' evaluation of the filmstrip?
Are there any follow-up activities you can plan
that grow out of the filmstrip presentation?

Some filmstrips are accompanied by teachers
guides or programmed instruction. Before you use
such materials, either with a class or for individual
study purposes; you need to make sure that they
do. in fact. meet the needs of your lesson objectives

21

and your_students. The written materials accompa-
nying filmstrips may be of value in helping you to
prepare your own study guides or worksheets: These
can be used in preparing students for a filmstrip, as
a basis for class discussion, as a follow-up activity,
or to direct individual viewing:

Before using the prgjector in the classroom; you
should have (1) reserved the filmstrip screen (if nec-
essary) and projector well in advance for the time
you will need to use them; (2) arranged the physical
setting of the room on the day of the presentation
so that all students will be able to see the projected
image clearly, (3) checked and focused the protec-
tor, and (4) made sure you had a spare bulb avail-
able:

When you reach the point in your lesson at which
the filmstrip is to be shown, prepare the students for
the filmstrip. You can do this by raising questions,
pointing out key items to look for; discussing vocab-
ulary, indicating errors or omissions contained in the
filmstrip, passing out study guides, and so on Then,
show the filmstrip according to your lesson plans:

Unless the equipment is in the way, it is best to
wait until after you have completed the lesson (e.g.,
discussion, evaluation, summarization, follow-up)
before putting the equipment away. In this way,you
can be sure that the bulb has cooled; and the care
of the equipment will not interfere with the flow of
the lesson.



Optional
Activity

6

Select a student performance objective in your occupational specialty that
could be achieved; at least partially, by using a filmstrip ._(In a real -world sit-
uation, you start with an Objective and -then select the most appropriate ma-
terials and teaching methods: In this practice situation, however, you need
to select an objective that lends itself to using a filmstrip.)

Prepare a detailed lesson plan that includes the use of a filmstrip. In your
plan, explain what filmstrip will be needed, how it will be used, and when.
Instead of developing a lesson plan, you may selecte lesson plan that you
have developed previously and adapt that plan so that it includes the use of
a filmstrip.

You may wish to have your resource person review the adequacy_ of your
plan. He/she could use the Teacher Performance Assessment Forni in
MOdule B-4, Develop a Lesson Plan; as a guide.

Based on your lesson plan, select and obtain the filmstrip you will need to
make your presentation. Also, arrange to have a filmstrip projector and a
screen available when you make your presentation.

Before presenting your lesson, you may wish_to arrange through your re-
source person to observe a lesson involving the use of a filmstrip that is
being presented by a vocational teacher in your service area who is experi-

enced in using filmstrips:

In a simulated classroom situation, present your lesson to your resource
person. Ydue resource person will serve two functions: (1) he/she will
role-play a student to whom you are presenting the lesson, and (2) he/she
will evaluate your perforMarite.

GiVe your resource person the Presentation Checklist: Filmstrips, pp.
23-24, before making your presentation in order to ensure that he,'she
knows what to look for in your lesson.
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PRESENTATION CHECKLIST: FILMSTRIPS

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that "'"''
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, oi- fully accomplished: If; because of special cir- a"
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box. Resource Pt:rson

LEVEL OF PEFC'ORMANCE

The teacher:
1. arranged the physical setting in advance in a way that Nould ensure

that all students could both see and hear the presentation clearly

2. had equipment and materials assembled in advance

3. set up V ie equipment and threaded the filmstrip according to manu-
facturer's recommendations

4. checked and focused the equipment in advance

5. had a spare buib available

6. projected the image on the screen clearly and accurately so that it
met the following criteria:
a. no keystoning effect

-:..

t- 4....-
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b: well focused

c. well centered on the screen

d. readable

7. used a filmstrip that met the following criteria:
a. content was at students' comprehension level

b. content of the filmstrip was of good quality in terms of artwork; print-
ing; color; etc.

c. filmstrip aided in meeting the objectives of the lesson

8. prepared students adequately for the filmstrip (e.g., raised key ques-
tions, defined terms)

9. presented the filmstrip at a logical point in the lesson

10. paced the presentation of the filmstrip according to the needs of the
lesson and the students

, 11: clearly emphasized points being presented visually, either by class
discussion or by having someone read subtitles
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12. summarized (or bad class members summarize) the content of the
filmstrip

13. obtained Student feedback on students' understanding Of the
filmstrip

14. obtained student feedback on students' evaluation of the filmstrip

F
1-1

1 I-1 CI

Level of Performance: All items_must receive FULL or N/A responses. If any item receives a_NO or

PARTIAL reSpbriSe, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities
the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).
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Learning ExperienCe III
OVERVIEW

Enabling
Objective

Activity

1

----'k

IOptional
16_Activity

After completing the required reading, set up and operate a slide projector.

You will be reading the information sheet, Operating the Slide Projector, pp.
26-=28.

You will be setting up and operating-a slide projector by completing the ex-
ercises specified in the Slide Projector Worksheet, pp. 29-34.

You will be evaluating your competency in setting_ up and operating a slide
projector, using the Slide Projector Operation Checklist, pp. 35-36,

You may wish to locate and meet with a person with expertise in the area of
audiovisuals for the purpose of discussing further the uses and operation
of slide projectors.

if optional You may wish to either visit an audiovisual equipment dealer or write to a
Activity dealer for catalogs describing the latest types of equipment and supplies

ft 5 available.
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SAMPLE 3

SLIDE EQUIPMENT

Remote Control

-Slide Tray

Select Control
Manual Operation)

Focus Knob

Drop Slide In Here

Lens

Ad Vance Slide

2

Slide Carrier



For information explaining how to select, setup, and operate the equipment
and materials necessary for 6 presentation that uses a slide projector; read
the following information sheet.

)PERATING THE SLIDE PROJECTOR

rojection Principles
The slide projector also uses a direct projection
/stem: the light travets _in a straight line ((OM the
mp . . . through the slide _.. . through the lens . . .

the_screen._ Sample 3 shows one of the most pop-
ar slide projectorsthe carousel_ projector with a
rcular slide tray (magazine)and the slide carrier
at fits into the combination filmstrip/slide projector
Town in sample 2 on p. 8:

tojector Placement
As with the filmstrip projector, the slide projector

ibUld be placed toward the back of the room on a
igh table: The projector is placed properly if (1)
either the projector nor the projectionist is block-
ig students' view; (2) the projected image is well
entered on the screen; (3) the projected image is
early filling the screen; (4) the projected image is
Isar and well fOcused; and (5) the projected
na_ge is large enough to be seen easily by all
ewers:

'rejection Materials
For the most -part; the slides you will use will prOb=

fly be 2 x 2 teacher:made or locally produced
ides. The 2 x 2" refers to the overall dimensions
the slide; including the cardboard frame. The ad=

al film size is .9" x 1.3". With a 35mm camera and
Dior film, any_teacher can take pictures of persons;
aces, and things specific to his/her own occupa-
mai specialty and these can be developed as slides.

There are a number of sources of teacher -made
id commercially_ produced slides in the area of
Jucation, including the following:

Motion Picture and Educational Markets Divi-
sion
Eastrriari Kodak CO.
Rochester, NY 14650
National Audiovisual Center
National Archives and Records Service
General Services Administration
Reference Section JJ
Washington, DC 20409
University-based instructional materials cen-
ters

Colleagues

By reviewing materials and catalogs available from
these_sources or by reviewing curriculum guides in
your area; you can identify slides that would be ap-
propriate to your lessons.

Operation Procedures
There are a number of different slide projectors

available today Although the projection principles are
the same for each projector; the operation proce-
dures may vary slightly tdrn projector to projector.

The projector may be a simplefilmstrip/slide pro-
jector with a slide carrier (see sample 2; p. 8). a
projector equipped for use with a long rectangular
slide tray (magazine), a carousel projector with a
circular slide tray (magazine)_(see sample 3), or a
projector with a circular slide tray that is placed on
its side beside the projector.

The projector may be equipped for remote con-
trol operation;_ it may be capable of only manual
Operation, or it may be equipped for both. Newer
slide projectors are set up to be operated in combi;
nation_with tape recorders fOr slideita_pe_presenta-
tibriS. The tape is recorded with inaudible beeps (sync
pulses) that move the slides along to synchronize
with the information being presented on the tape.

If you are going to be working with a filmstrip/slide
prOjectbr, yOU will be handling loose slides that you
will have to place in the carrier che a! a time. These
should be arranged in order in anvance. With some
carriers, you Place the Slide (alvays upside down)
into the cattier, push the carrier in to show the slide,
and then pull the carrier back out to remove the slide
and replace it with the next slide.

With other earners; you Place a slide in on the right
hand Side Of the carrier, and when you push it in to
show it there is a place now on the left-hand side to
insert a slide. When you push in the left-hand side.
you are shciWing the second glide while being able
to remove the first slide and replace it with the third
in the slide slot to the right. This latter system alloWs
for a more continuous presentation.
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If you are going to be working with a projector that
is equipped for use with slide trays, yOUr slide show
can be set up in advance. The slides are simply
placed. again upside down, into the slide tray in the
proper order: The tray is then inserted into onto)
the projector according to directions and advanced
manually to the first slide.. To advance the slides dur-
ing the presentation. you simply push a button each
time you wish to advance a slide.

Whichever projector you are using, the first step
is to remove the projector_ from its case; if neces-
sary. -and to locate the power cord and plug it in. In
some projectors, the cord is located in _a atorage
compartment within th- :,..ijector itself. Next, plug in
the remote control if there is one:

If you have a filmstrip slide projector; insert the
carrier and the first slide; then turn on the motor and
lamp. If you have a projector with a slide tray, turn
on the machine first, and then insert and position the
Slide tray so that the first slide is showing.

-To enlarge the image on the screen, move the
projector away from the screen. To reduce the im-

age on the screen, move the projector closer to the
Screen To raise or lower the position of the image
on the screen, adjust the extendable legs or the
elevator control at the front of the machine: To fo-
cus the screen image, rotate the lens or turn the
focus knob; depending on the specific orojeCkii you

are using.
After you are through with ybt.ii- slide presentation;

you need to let_the machine cool before put`ing it
away. In some machines you can turn off the ma:
chine completely: and the fan will continue to run
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automatically until the lamp (bulb) is cooled. In other
machines, you can turn off just the _lamp. Then: after
a few minutes, you can turn off the fan manually. In
still other machines; turning off the lamp turns off the
fan also. For these macnines, you will have to allow
the projector to stand until the lamp cools

Once the lamp is cooled. return the projector to its
Original state. Depending on which type of projector
you are using, this means readjusting the lens, low-
ering the front of_the_ projector _uSirig the elevator
control or extendable legs, removing the carrier (if
necessary), removing the slide tray, unplugging the
power cord and returning it to its storage area, and
unplugging the remote control.

These are general_ operating procedures: Before
attempting to operate any specific model of slide
projector; it is a good idea to check the operating
manual fo:. that model

Projection Screen
In a normal-sized classroom, it isbeSt to use a

70" y 70" square screen with the slide projector.
The film image of a slide is. not square:it is .9"_

1.3". However; a slide may be projetted with the 1.3"
side placed vertically or hOriZontally. To actorrimo-
date either placement, the square screen is best.

Since the slide projector is used in a partially
darkened room; the type of screen you, useMatte,'
glass-beaded; or lenticUlar--Will depend on how your
studeritS are Seated. For information on the different
typeS of screens and on the keystone effect, refer to
p. 10 of the information sheet, Operating the Film-
strip Projector.

Machine Miiriteriande
The responsibilities of the teacher in maintain:

ing the slide projector are the same as thOSe for the
filmstrip_ projector.- This information may be found
bil_p 10 of the information sheet; Operating the
Filmstrip Projector.



The following worksheet is designed to help you become competent_in op:
erating the slide projector. No one need see this worksheet unless you choose
to show it to them, so do not be reluctant to record what actually happens,
right or wrong. The sheet is not intended to show proof that you did every-
thing perfectly the first time. It is intended (1) to help you to organize your
knowledge about the operation of the slide projector, (2) to help you apply
that knowledge to actual equipment, (3) to point out to you where you have
gaps in your knowledge; and; (4) to help you determine how to fill those gaps.
Completed thoughtfully and thoroughly, this sheet should make an excellent
reference fbr you in the future. Read the directions carefully and then com-
plete each of the 24 exercises:

SLIDE PROJECTOR WORKSHEET
Directions: Locate at least one of the following types of slide projectors: filmstrip/slide projector; rectan-
gular-magazine-type slide projectdr, carousel projector, or standard slide projector; (If there is slideflape
combination equipment available, you may wish to work with that equipment also; but it is not required.)
Also, locate a screen to use with the projector; a group of slides,_ and a measuring device (e.g., ruler;
yardstick, tape measure). Arrange for the equipment and materials to be placed in the room in which you
will be working with them. Complete each of the following exercises using the actual equipment and ma=
terials. Each exercise requires a short response: Please respond fully; but briefly, and _make sure you
respond to all parts of each item: DO- not answer simply yes or no; explain your responses. Should you
have any difficulty with an exercise; make a note of that problem.

1. What is the make, model, and type of slide projector with which you are working?

2. Is there an operating manual? Does it contain any inforrhatibh that is different from or that was not
covered in the information sheet? If so, briefly describe that information.

3. What type of table is being used to hold the projector (portability, height; etc:)?



4. Describe the slides that you are using (artwork or photos; color or black & White, number of slides,
etc.).

5. Describe the type of screen with which you are working (matte, glass-beaded, or lenticular; how it is
mounted; what size it is; etc.).

6: Set up the screen for use. Briefly describe any special procedures involved (e.g., "There is a release
button that must first be pushed.") If the screen is portable; where have you placed it, and Why?

7. What type of lighting are you using in the room? IS this type of lighting appropriate for using the slide
projector? Why or why not?
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B. Remove the projector from its _case and locatethe projection lamp: Remove the lamp from the
projector and then replace i Jescribe the lamp's location and the procedure for removing it.

9. Locate the on/off control on the projector. How many positions does it have; and what are they (fan,
lamp, etc.)? What type of control is it (e.g., switch, knob)?

10. Plug the machine in and turn it on. At which positions of the on/off control does the fan operate?

11. Is there a remote control device? If so; describe how to attach it to the projector; what functions it
controls; and how to operate it.

i12. Is there a timer for automatically advancing the slides? What lengths of time ntervals does the timer
allow? Describe how to operate it.
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13. Does the projetter have a separate slide carrier er slide tray attachrtient? If so, describe hoW to attach

the slide tray or slide carrier to the projecfor,

14. Using the group of slides you are working with load them into the Projector, carrier, or slide tray.
Describe the procedure for loading the slides and for adVancing the slides once they are loaded:

15, Draw a rough sketch showing hOW each glide ShOUld be loaded so that the image is projected properly

(right side up; etc.) onto the screen.

16: With a slide in place, fOcUS the image on the screen: Describe the procedure for focusing.
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7. Raise or lower the screen image so that it is centered on the screen. Describe the method for elevating
and lowering the image.

8. Lbtate the framing lever. Adjust it and describe what happens to the screen image when the lever is
moved: Then. frame the image properly.

9. Move the projector gradually closer to the screen, refocusing as you get closer. How close to the
Screen can you get before either (1) you can no longer get the picture in focus, be (2) the material is
too small to see?

!0. Move the projector gradually away from the screen; refocusing as you get farther away. How far
away from the screen can you get before either (1) you can no lcinger get the picture in focus, or (2)
the image is too large for the screen?

1. At what distance (from the screen to projector) do you get the best screen image?



22. Are you using the type and size of screen recommended for use with the slide projector according to
this module? If not, is this affecting your ability to project a high:quality image? How isthe quality
affected?

23. Assume you have a class of 20 students. Arrange the Seating, the screen, the projector; and the
lighting as you would if you were using the projector to present information to that group of 20, Turn
on the projector and project a slide. Make any necessary adjustments (e.g., to the lcictiS). NOTE: At
this point, move to the explanation of Part I in the Feedback that fcillOWS.

24. Remove the slides and replace the projector and loose slides in their cases. Then, move to the expla-
nation of Part II in the Feedback that follOWS.

4

Part I: After you have completed the first 23 items on the worksheet, use
Part I of the Slide Projector Operation Checklist, p. 35, to evaluate your work.
Part II: After you have completed Item 24, use Part II of the Slide Projector
Operation Checklist, p. 35; to evaluate your work.
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SLIDE PROJECTOR OPERATION CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the YES or NO box to indicate whether each item
was performed successfully or not

Name

Date

Resourc& Person

Part I
Yes No

When you were locating parts on the slide projector; you remembered to
1. handle the projection lamp with a Soft cloth El El
2. be careful not to jar the machine (and lamp) while the lamp was hot El El

When you were loading the slides into the projector, slide carrier, or slide tray,
you made sure that:

3. you handled each slide only by the frame and not on the film area El El
The slide projector, screen, and room are arranged for the group of 20 so that: El4. the projector is at the back of the room

5. the projector is on a high table

6. the projector and the projectionist will not block the view of anyone in the class n
7. the projected image is large enough for all viewers to see it clearly El 0
8. the image is well centered on the screen

9. there is no keystoning effect produced

10. the room is nearly dark

The projected image is:
11. clear and sharp

12. bright

13. well focused

(Return to the worksheet and complete Item 24;)

Part Ii
Before returning the slides and the projector to their cases, you
14. waited for the bulb to cool El El
15. returned the lerig (focus) and elevator control to their origihal positions 171

16. removed the slide carrier or slide tray El
17. unplugged the machine and stored the cord El El
18. unplugged the remote control and stored it if necessary El
19. handled slides only by the frame and not oh the film area El
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Level of Performance: Ali items should receive YES responses. If any item receives a NO response,
correct that condition using the actual equipment and MaterialS. Ifsou have trouble correcting the condition;
check with your resource person or someone with expertise in the area of audiovisuals.

if YOU may wish to contactyour resource person or someone else you or your
Optional resource person may know of with expertise in the area of audiovisuals This
Activity

4

person could discuss with you special techniques or helpful hints that can be
of use to you when you work with the:slide projector.

6.1
drQptional

Activity
5

You may with to check into the latesLadvancements in slide projectors and
the production of slides. If there is ap audiovisual equipment dealership or
photography store (or photography.dEipartment on campus) available in_your
vicinity, you may wish to visit there arld look over the equipment or to make
arrangerhentS to have one of the representatives talk to you. If you cannot
make such a visit, you could write to one or more of the major manufacturers
of slide cameras or slide projectors, asking for catalogs.
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Learning Experience IV
OVERVIEW

After completing the required reading, present information with slides in a
practice situation.

You will be reading the information sheet; Using the Slide Projector as an
Instructional Device, pp. 39-41.

Activity You will be selecting an objective in your occupational specialty that lends
itself to a slide presentation:

Activity You will be selecting, modifying, or developing a lesson plan designed to
achieve that objective using slides to illustrate the lesson.

_Optional
Feedback
-_ 4 _

You may wish to have your resource person review the adequacy of your
plan.

Activity
You will be obtaining or preparing the necessary elides and making arrange-
ments to secure the necessary equipment.



You may wish to arrange through your resource person to visit a classroom
in Whith a teacher experienced in the use of slides is presenting informa-
tion using slide materials and equipment.

Yob will be presenting your lesson to your resource person.

Your competency -in presenting information with slide materials_ and equip-
ment will be evaluated by your resource person, using the Presentation
Checklist: Slides; pp. 43-44.
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For information describing the general and specific uses of slides to present
information and explaining the procedures for their classroom use, read the
following information sheet.

USING THE SLIDE PROJECTOR
AS AN INSTRUCTIONAL DEVICE

Slides and filrfistripS perform much the same
functions in terms of their ability to explain, illus-
trate; or clarify what you are trying to teach. A slide
presentation and a filmstrip presentation are bOth
based on a serieS of still pictures; Movement is not
shown. However, while slides have many of the
same advantages as filmstrips, many of the disad-
vantages associated with filinStrips nave been
eliminated with slides.

Advantages
Like the filinstrip slides can do many of_the same

things as a film. but without the motion. _Slides, WO,
can be used to show close-ups of very small items:
They can be used to highlight key steps in pro-
cesses that are hazardous or that occur too rapidly
or over too long a period of tirtielb be viewed easily
by students in a classroom. Also, they can be used
to illustrate abstract concepts.

Unlike filmstrips; however, slides can_bteacher-
made. Slide cameras_are readily evailable, reason
ably- inexpensive, and fairy simple to operate. The
film can be processed into slides for a moderate price
at the local camera store. This means_that; with ac=
cess to a slide camera and with a little know-how,
any classroom teacher can produce slides to meet
his/her own needs.

Slide projectors are small, lightweight; quite simple
to operate (especially those that hold slide trays),
and relatively inexpenSiVe. MOSt newer projectors
include a remote control that allows yol4to sit where
you can best view both students and the screen,while
still being able to advance the slides yourself. Some
projectors even come with a timer that..will advance
the slides automatically at preset intervals.

Slide projectors can be operated in a rdom that is
not totally darkened; therefore, they can be used in
a normal classroom, either forgrdup_presentations
or indiVidUal viewing. Since even those projectors
with automatic controls can be operated manually,
each slide can be projected for as long as is needed
for the class to study or discuss it.

Slides are easy to use, store, and handle, espe-
cially ifyou are using projector that holds slide trays.
Once the slides are properly inserted into a slide tray,
you don't have to Worry about snowing slides out of
sequence. In addition, there is little chance of losing
a slide, and you do not have to handle or manipulate
the slits at all during the presentation.

Since eaofislide is an individual unit, the order of
presentation is not fixed as it is with the filmstrip: You
can easily change the order, add slides, eliminate
slides, or replace slides of outdated material with new
slides.

Slides can be produced with accompanying audi-
otapes (usually cassettes) that explain or- discuss -the
material on each slide in_a sequence These slide/
tapes can be used very effectiVely with roups or on
an individual viewing basis. The two can be pro-
duced with audible beeps to indicate% en the slides
are to be advanced or with inaudible bleps that trig-
ger the advancement of thslides automatically.

Slide/tape equipment is now available that both
plays the cassette and projects the slides. When a
cassette with an inaudible beep is inserted in the
equipment, the beep automatically_ advances the
Slidet in sequence with the taped presentatiom

Slide/tape presentations are ideally suited for in-
dividual viewing since the equipment and materials
are easy for students to work with, and students who
might need assistance in reading written material are
getting the information orally and visually instead.
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Disadvantages
ASide frorri the limitations inherent in the older types

of projectors that require you to insert the slides
manually one at a time, there are few disadvantages
associated with using_slidesAs with filmstrips; slides
are not as dynamic as films or television presenta:
tions. and slide tape presentations are less flexible
than using slides alone. However, neither of these
concerns is major,_andmetther will become a disad-_
vantage if the equipment and materialt are Used-
sensibly and properly.

Classroom ProcedUres
In order for the slideprojector to be used effec-

tively, its use must fit the needs of the lesson._ and
the materials projected must meet the criteria for high-

,quality materials. These classroom procedures are
nearly identital to those described for the filmstrip
projector on pp: 20-21:

Two additional points need to be _made that are
specific to slides and slide projectors. Since the slides
often are teacher-made, it is sometimes necessary
to do more than just "locate" appropriate slides.
Sometimes, you must decide well in advance what
slides_ will be needed so that you can take pictures
to fit thOSe needs. Second, one additional question
you might wish to ask in planning a slide presenta-
tior, "Am I going to ShOW the slides straight through,
or am I going to use the slides (or just a few slides)"
te_illustrate key points periodically throughout the
lesson?"

If you plan to use the latter, technique, there are
some -Special procedures involved: With the over-
head projector, projecting visuals at intervals
presentation is simple because you are already at
the front of the room and the room is fully lighted:
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With the slide projector. the equipment is at the back
of the room and the room lights must be off. Thus,
each time you use a slide, the lights must be turned
off and someone must turn on the projector and ad-
vance the slide. Each time you wish to go on with a
part of the presentation that is not illustrated with
slides; the lights must be turned on, and someone
must turn off the projector.

If you try to de all these manipulations, you'll prob-
ably end up running around the room a lot. This is
distracting to students and does not lend itself to a
very smooth or unified presentation. If students are
asked to control the lights and equipment; you are
asking them also to divide their attention between
the presentation and equipment operation. Unless
your school has a media crew whose members could
come in to assist in this type of presentation, it would
probably be best to use some other instructional
technique instead.

One technique that can be used to minimize the
manipulations required is to place a slide-sized piece
of cardboard in the slide tray at each point at which
you wish to pause. This eliminates.the need to turn
off the projector_However, the room lights still need
to be turned on and off at each pause.

Specific Applications
In English classes, a ten-year-old grammar book

is probably still up to -date and accurate: Not so in
vocational-technical classes: Last year's fashionsare
probably not the same as this year's fashions._The
corn planted ten years ago may have been made
obsolete by -a new hybrid. A recently invented piece
Of _equipment may change the shop practices de-
scribed in a ten-year-old teictbbek.

Vocational-technical educatiOnhanges as the real
world changes Thds, slides are of special value to



the vocational-technical teacher. The home eco-
i nomics teacher can update his/her curricular Mate-

rials each year with new slides of current fashion
designs. Slides can be shown of actual children; some
showing the physical signs associated with well7bal-
anced diets, some showing signs of malnutrition.
Various periods of home furnishings or house de-
signs can also be illustrated by slides.
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The health occupations teacher can use slides
taken in hospitals or medical offices to illustrate
modern equipment or current practices: Slides of
persons suffering from actual injuries, poor teeth, or
specific diseases can help health occupations SW-
dents learn to recognize symptoms.

The agriculture teacher can use slides to aid stu-
dents in recognizing and identifying breeds of live-
stock. types of soil, or various kinds of insects,_ plants,
or tools. The cosmetology teacher can use slides to
illustrate various hairstyles that are currently popu-
lar or to show how different hairstyles can change
the appearance of the same person.

Teachers of wood or metal shop can use slides to
illustrate new equlpment or tools. They may also use
slides to show different views of a completed project
or examples of model projects that have been &bit:
pleted. Slides can be used to show students the
stages involved in erecting a building using an ac-
tual example. All vocational-technical teachers can
use slides to take the place of an actual field trip if
such a trip is not possible.
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Optional
Feedback

4

Optional
Activity

6

Select a student performance_ objective in your occupational specialty that
could be achieved, at least partially, by using slities. (In a real-world situation,
you start with an objective and then select the most appropriate materials
and teaching methods. In this practice sitUation, however, you need to select
an objective that lendt itself to using slides.)

Prepare a detailed lesson plan that includes the use of slides. In Our plan,
explain what slides will be needed, how they will be used, and when. Instead
of developing a lesson plan, you may select a lesson plan that you have
developed previously and adapt that plan so that it includes the use of slideS.

You may wish to haveyour resource person review the adequacy of your
plan. He/she could use the Teacher Performance Assessment Form in
Module B-4, Develop a Lesson Plan, as a guide.

Based on your lesson plan, select, obtain; or prepare the slides you will
reed to make your presentation. Also, arrange to have a slide projector and
a screen available when you make your presentation.

Before presenting your lesson, you may wish_ to arrange through your re-
source person to obServe a lesson involving the use of Aides that is being
presented by a vocational teacher in your service area who is experienced
in using (or perhaps preparing) slides.

In a simulated classroom situation, present your lesson to your resource
person. Your resource person will serve two functions: (1) he/she will
rolo=1:flay a student to whom you are presenting the lesson, and (2) he/she
will evaluate your performaric.

Give your resource person the Presentation Checklist: Slides, pp. 43-44,

before making_ybur_presentation in order to ensure that he/she knows what

to look for in your lesson.
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PRESENTATION CHECKLIST: SLIDES

Directions: Place an X in the NO PARTIAL; or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. lf, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable; or impossible
to execute; place an X in the N/A box.

Name

Date

Resource Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

-o4ty2 cz

The teacher:
1. arranged the physical setting in advance in a way that would ensure

that all students could both see and hear the presentation clearly

2. had equipment and materials assembled in advance

3. set up the equipment and loaded the slides according to rrianUfac;
turer's recommendations ED El El El

4. checked and focused the equipment in advance 1:=1 Cl
5. had a Spare bulb available

6. projected the image on the screen clearly and accurately so that it
met the following criteria:
a. no keystoning effect Ll El El Cl
b. well focused El
c. well centered on the screen Cl El Cl
d. readable

7: used slides that met the following criteria:
a. content of the slides was simple

b. content was at students' comprehension level

c. content of the slides was of good quality in terms of color, clarity, El LI
contrast, etc

d. slides aided in meeting the objectives of the lesson EDI

8. prepared students adequately for the slide presentation (e.g., raised El Elkey questions, defined terms)

9. presented slides in a logical sequence I=]

10. presented the slides at a logical point in the lesson ET] Cl
it paced the slide presentation according to the needs of the lesson

and of the students CI El
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12. clearly emphasized and explained points being made visually :0000
13. used the on/off switch to control attention (if appropri ate) 0E1
14. summarized (or had class members summarize) the slide presenta- 00tion E0
15. obtained student feedback on students' understanding of the slide 00E1E1

presentation

16. obtained student feedback on students' evaluation of the slide 00E1E1presentation

Level Of Performance: All items must receive FULL or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO or
PARTIAL response; the teacher and the _resource person Should meet to determine what additional activi-
ties the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).
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Learning Experience V
FINAL EXPERIENCE

Terminal
Objective

In en actual teaching situation,* present information with filmstrips and slides.

As you plan your lessons, decide when filmstrips and slides could be used
effectively to aid you in meeting the lesson objectives. Based on those
decisions, present information with filmstrips and slides. This will in-
clude

. deciding whether you wish to teach a single lesson that incorporates
the use of both techniques or two lessons, one using a filmstrip and
one using slides
selecting, modifying, or developing one or more lesson plans that in-
clude the use of these techniques
selecting, obtaining, or preparing the necessary materials
securing the necessary equipment

* presenting the lesson(s) to the class

NOTE: Your resource person may want you to submit your written lesson
plan(s) to him/her for evaluation before you present your lesson(s). It may
be helpful for your resource person to use the TPAF from Module 6-4,
Develop a Lesson Plan, to guide his/her evaluation.

Arrange in advance to have your resource person observe your lesson
presentation(s).

Your total competency will be assessed by your resource person, using the
Teacher Performance Assessment Form, pp. 4749.

Based upon the criteria specified in this assessment instrument, your
resource person will determine whether you are competent in presenting
information with filmstrips and slides.

'For a definition of "actual teaching situation," see the inside back cover.
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TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM
Present Information with Filmstrips and Slides (C-24)

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
An X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading.
f; because of special circumstances, a performance component was hot
applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

Name

Date

Resource Person

Filmstrips
the teacher:
1: arranged the physical setting in advance in a way that

would ensure that all students could both see and hear
the presentation T

2. had equipment and materials assembled in advance

3. set up the equipment and threaded the filmstrip accord-
ing to manufacturer's recommendations

4. checked and focused the equipment in advance

5. had a spare bulb available

6: projected the image on the screen clearly and accurately
so that it met the following criteria:
a. no keystoning effect

b. well focused

c. well centered on the screen

d. readable

7: used a filmstrip that met the following criteria:
a. content was at students' comprehension level

b: content of the filmstrip was of good quality in terms of
artwork, printing, cclor, etc.

c. filrnStrip aided in meeting the objectives of the lesson ..

8. prepared students adequately for the filmstrip (e.g., raised
key questions, defined terms)

9. presented the filmstrip at a logical point in the lesson

10. paced the presentation of the filmstrip according to the
needs of the lesson and the students
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

(too- 4irk

n

El 1=1

El

Eli 0 El
DO
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11. clearly_ emphasized points being presented visually by
class discussion or by having someone read subtitles .

0 -4.
_ *k

4' A° k'z'

0 El
12. summarized Or had blaSO members summarize) the con-

tent of the filmstrip

13: obtained student feedback on StUdent8 understanding
of the filmstrip El

14: obtained student feedback on students' evali:atiOn of the L
filmstrip

Slides
The teacher:
15. arranged the physical setting in advance in a way that

would ensure that all students could both see and hear
the presentation clearly

16. had equipment and materials assembled in advance ..

CI El 0 El
n ri D D E

0 Ell 0 LIE
El Firm El El

17. set up the equipment and loaded the slides according to n nn
manufacturer's recommendations

18. checked and focused the equipment in advance

19. had a spare bulb available

fl 1::1

El 0 El El
O El Fl El El

20. projected the image on the screen clearly and accurately
so that it met the following criteria:
a. no keystoning effect

b. well focused

c. well centered on the screen

d. readable

21. used slides that met the following criteria:
a. content of the slides was simple

b. content was at students comprehension level

E LIDED
El onn LIE
E LIDE
LI fl ED DLI
El orin a El
0 El El El r]

c. content of the slides was (:)f good quality in terms of color,
clarity, contrast, etc

d. slides aided in meeting the objectives of the lesson

22. prepared students adequately for the slide presentation (e.g.,
raised key questions, defined terms)

23. presented slides in a logical sequence

24. presented the slides at a logical point in the lesson

48
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25. paced the slide presentation according to the needs of
the lesson and of the students

26. clearly emphasized and explained points being made
visually

27. used the on/off switch to control attention (if appropri-
ate)

28. summarized (or had cies§ thettiberS 8uhitlarize) the slide
presentation

29. obtained student feedback on studentt' understanding
of the slide presentation CI El

30. obtained student feedback on students' evaluation of the
slide presentation El CI CI El II

n
El '0
n
n

El CI

[7,1 Eln
n

Level of Performance: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses: If any item re-
ceives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine
what additional activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).
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ki13011 USING THE NATIONAL CENTER'S
-PBTE MODULES
Organization
Each Module is designed to help_you_gain coltiPetency in a
particular skill area considered important -to teaching suc-
cess. A module is made up of a series of learning experi-
ences, some providing background information; some pro-
viding _practice experiences, and others combining these
two functions: Completing these experiences should_en7
able you to achieve .the terminal objective in the final
learning experience: The final experience in each module
always requires you to demonstrate the skill In an ,actual
teaching situation when you are an intern; a student teach-
er, an inservice teacher, or occupational trainer.

Procedures
Modules are designed to allow you to dividualize your
teacher education program. You need take only those
modules covering skills that you do not y possess.
Similarly,you need not complete any learning experience
within a module if you already have the skill needed to
complete it. Therefore, before taking any module, you
should carefully review (1) the introduction; (2) the objec-
tives listed on p. 4, (3) the overviews preceding each learn-
ing experience; and (4) the final experience. After compar-
ing your present needs and competencies with the informa-

1
ion you have read in these sections; you should be ready to

ake one of the following decisions:
That you do not have the competencies indicated and
should complete the entire module

.

Thatyou are competent in one or more of the enabling
objectives leading to the final learning experience and;
thus, can omit those learning experiences
That you are already competent in this area and are
ready to complete the final learning experience in
order to "test out"
That the module is inappropriate to your needs at this
time

When you are ready to complete the final learning experi-
ence and have access to an actual teaching situation,
make the necessary arrangements with your resource/per-
son. If you do not complete the final experience success-
fully, meet with your resource person and arrange to (1)
repeat the experience or (2) complete (or review) previous
sections of the module or-other related activities suggested
by your resource person before attempting to repeat the
final experience.
Options for recyclin_g are also available in each of the
learning experiences preceding the final experience. Any
time you do not meet the minimum level of performance
required to meet an objective, you and your resource per-
son mameet to select activities to help you reach compe-
tency. This could involve (1) completing parts of the module
previouslyskipped, (2) repeating activities, (3) reading sup-
plementary resources or completing additional activities
suggested by the resource. person; (4) designing your own

arning experience, or (5) completing some other activity
uggested by you or your resource person.

Terminology
Actual Teaching Situation: A situation in which you are
actually working with and responsible for teaching sec-
ondary or postsecondary vocational students or other oc-
cupational trainees. An intern; a student teacher, an in-
service teacher, or other occupational. trainer would be
functioning in an actual teaching situation. If you do not
have access to an actual teaching situation when you are
taking the module, you can complete the module up to the
final learning experience. You would then complete the
final learning experience later (i.e., when you have access
to 'an actual teaching situation):
Alternate Activity or Feedback: An item that may substi-
tute for r- ired items that, due to special circumstances,%
you are i nab to complete:
Occu ational Specialty: A specific area of, preparation
withi a vocational service area (e.g., the service area
Tr. and Industrial Education includes occupational spe-
cialties such as automobile mechanics, welding, and elec-
tricity:
Optional Activity or Feedback: An item that is not re-
quired but that is designed to supplement and enrich the
required items in a learning experience.
Resource Person: The person in charge of your educa-
tional program (e.g., the professor; instructor-, administrators
instructional supervisor, cooperating/supervising/class-
room teacher, or training supervisor who is guiding you in
completing this module).
Student: The person who is receiving occupational in-
struction in a secondary; postsecondary; or other training
program.
Vocational Service Area: A major vocational field: agri-
cultural education; business and office education; market -
ing and distributive education, heplth occupations educa-
tion; home economics education; industrial arts education,
technicaloducation, or trade and industrial education:
You or tfie TeaCher/Instructor: The person who is com-
pleting the module.

Levels of Performance for Final Assessment
N/A: The criterion was not met because it was not appli-
cable to the situation.
None: No attempt was made to meet the criterion, al-
though it was relevant.'
Poor: The teacher is unable to perform this skill or has only
very limited ability to perform it.
Fair: The teacher is unable to perform this skill in an ac-
ceptable manner but has some ability to perform it.
Good: The teacher is able to perform this skill in an effec-
tive manner.
Excellent: The teacher is able to perform this skill in a very
effective manner:
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Titles of the National Center's Performance-Batod Teacher Education Modules

Category A: Program Planning, Develdp Merit, and Evaluation
_ ________
Category G: School-Community Relations

A-1 Prepare for a Community Survey 0- I Develon a Scitool,C_Ommiznity Relations Plan tor Your Vocational Program

A-2 Conduct a Community Survey G-2 Giyepresentations to Promote Your Vocational Program

A-3 Report the Findings of a CominunitySurvey_ G -3 Develop Brochures to Promote Your Vocational Program

A-4 Organize_an_OCCUpation_alAdvisory Committee G-4 Prepare Displays to Promote Your VOtationaL Program

A-5 Maintain an Occupational Adviscn Committee G-5 Prepare NewSReleasesand Articles Concerning Your Vocational Program

A-6 Develop Program Goals and Objectives G-6 Art ange for Television and Radio Presentations Concerning Your Vocational

A-7 Conduct an_Occupational Analysis Program

A-8 DevelOP aCourseol Study_ G-7 Conduct an-Open House

A-9 Develop Long-Range Program Plans G-8 Work with Mernbers of the Community

A- 10 Conduct a Student Follow-Up Study G -9 Work with State and Local Educators

A- 11 Evaluate Your VocationalProgram G-10 Obtain Feedback about Your Vocational Program

Category B: Instructional Planning
B -1 Determine Needs-and Interests-of Students
B-2 Develop Student P_ertormanoe Objectives
B-3 Develop a Unit of Instruction
E1-4 Develop a Lesson Plan
13-5 Select Student Instructional Materials _
E1-6 PrePare TeaCher-Made Instructional Materials

Category C: Instructional Execution

Category fi: Vocational Student Organization
H- t Develop a Personal Philosophy Concerning Vocational Student

- Organizations
H-2 EalabltshaVocational Stud int Organization
H -3 Prepare Vocational Student Organization Members for Leadership Roles
H-4 Assist Vocational Student Organization Members in Developing and

__ Financing a YeartyPtc.gramolAs.liyities
H-5 Supervise Activities of the Vocational Student Organization
H-6 Guide Participation in Vocational Student Organization Contests

C I

C-2
C-3
C-4
C-5
C-6
0-7
C-8
C-9_
C-10
C=11
C-12

Direct Field Trips _

Conduct GrauP.Discussrons, Panel Discussions. and Symposiums
Employ Brainstorming. Buzz Group. and Question Box Techniques
Direct Students in Instructing Other Students
Employ-Simulation TeChniqUOS
Guide Student Study
Direct Student Laboratory Experience
Direct Students in Applying ProblemSolving Techniques
Employ the ProjeCt Method
Introduce a Lesson
Summarize a Lesson
Employ Oral Questioning TechniqueS

Category I: Professional Role and Development
I-A KeerAllOto DateProlessionally
1 -2 Serve Your Teaching Profession
1-3 Develop an Active Personal Philosophy of Educatinn
1-4 Serve the School and Community -_
1-5 Oblain_dSunable_Teaching_Position
1-6 Provide Laboratory Experiences for Prospective Teachers
1-7 Flan the Student Teaching Experience
1-8 Supervise Student Teachers

Category J: Coordination of Cooperative Education

C-13 Empley FleinfOrtement Techniques J-1 Establish Guidelines for Your_ Cooperative Vocational Program

C-14 Provide Instruction for Slower and More Capable Learners 3-2 Manage the Attendance. Transfers, and Terminations of CoQp Students

C-15 Present an Illustrated Talk J-3 Enroll Students in Your Co-Op Program

C-16 Demonstrate a Manipulative _ J -4 Secure Training Stations for Your Co-Op Program

C -17 Dernonttrate a ConcePt or Principle J-5 Place Clo-Dp Students onlhe Job

C- Id Individu..rlize Instruction 1-6 Develop the Training Ability of On-the-Job Instructors

C-19 Employ the Team Teaching Approach J -7 Coordinate OthzJob Instruction -

C-20 Use Subject Matter ExPert.siO Present Information J -8 EvaluateCo-OpStudentS Orethe-JobP_erformance

C-21 Prepare Bulletin Boards and Exhibits J-9_ Prepare_forStudents__Retated Instruction

C-22 Present Information with Models. Real Objects, and Flannel Boards J-10 Supervise an Employer-Employee Appreciation Event

C-23
C-24

Present Information with Overhead and Opaque Materials
Present Information with Filmstrips and Slides

Category K: Implementing CciiiipesetiCy-BaSed Education (CBE)

C-25 Present Information with Films K-1 Prepare_ Yourself lor _CBE

C -26 Present Information with Audio Recordings _ _ K-2 Organize the Content for a CBE Program -

C .27 Present information with TeleViSed and Videotaped Materials K-3 Organize Your Class and Lab to Install CBE

0-28 Employ Programmed Instruction K-4 Provide InstructionalMatenalslor_OBE

C-29 Present Information with the Chalkboard and Flip Chart K-5 Manage the DeilyRoutmes of Your CBE Program

C-30 Provide for Students Learning Styles K-6 Guide Your Students Through 2,e CBE Program

Category Instructional Evaluation
D-1 Establish Student Performance Criteria
D 2 Assess Student Perfornance' Knowledge

3 Arsess Student PadOrmance: Attitudes
D 4 Assess Student Performance: Skills
D-5 Determine Student Grades
0-6 Evaluate Your Instructional Effedtiveness

_ .

Category E: instructional Management
L 1 Project Instructional Resource_Needs
E -2 Manacle Your Budgeting and Reporting Responsibilities
F 3 Arrange tor_Improvement of Your Vocational Facilities

Maintain a Filing System
Pr ivide for Student Safety

L Pr o..ide for the_FirSt Aid Needs_of Students
E Assist Students in Developing Self-Discipline
E-8 Organize the Vocational Laboratory
E-9 Manage the Vocational LabOratorY_
E- 10 Combat Problems of Student Chemical Use

Category F: Guidance
F- I Gather Student Data Wsing Format Data-Collection Techniques
F-2 GatherStudent Data Through Personal Contacts
F-3 Use Conferences to Help Meet Student Needs
F-4 Provide Information on Educational and_Cardor Opportunities
F-5 Assist Students in Applying for Employment or Further Education

Category L: Serving Students with Special /Exceptional Needs
L-1 Prepare Yourself to Serve Exceptional Students
L-2 Identity and Diagnose Exceptional Students
L-3 Plan Instruction for Excephonal_StUdents
5-4 PrOvideAptoroPriate Instructional Matenals for Exceptional Students

L-5 Modify the Learning Environment for Exceptional Students
L-6 Promote Feer Acceptance of Exceptional Students_
11-7 Use InStrucrmnallechniques_to Meet the Needs of Exceptional Students
L-8 Improve Your Communication Skills
L-9 Assess the Progress of Exceptional-Students
L-10 Counsel ExceptionatStudents with Perstinal-Sociat Problems
L-11 Assist_EXeeptional Students in Developing_Career Planning Skills

L-12 Prepare Exceptional Students for Employability
L-13 Promote Your Vocational Program with Exceptional Students

Category M: AsSistIng Students in Improving Their BasicSkills

M -1 Assist Students in Achieving Basic Reading Skills _-
M -2 Assist Students in Developing TechnicaL Reading Skills
M-3 Assist Students in Improving Their Writing Skills
M-4 Assist Students in Improving Their Oral Communication Skills
M-5 Assist Students in Improving Their Math Skills
M-6 Assist Students in Improving Their Survival Skills
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